
Welcome to the March issue of digital Golf Range Magazine!

Inside this issue, you will find the following features:

• GRM Interview: She Helped Turn Clubfitting into a Teacher’s Second
Specialty: PGA/LPGA Professional Angela Aulenti tells how her mastery
of the clubfitting art-and-science came to be

• Executive Profile: Writing New Chapters in the Wittek Success Story: If
the golf range industry had a lifetime achievement award, Bob Wittek-
though he is still as active as ever-would be a fitting winner

• Instruction Programming: Short Season, Long Days: Teaching in Alaska
Favors a Throwback Approach: When LPGA Professional Peggy
Gustafson wandered north to Anchorage Golf Course, she brought old
ideas and made them newly effective for teaching, engaging and
entertaining golfers 

• Range Research: The GRAA Operational Survey examines the
replacement schedule for range balls and other stock

• Video File: PGA/LPGA Professional Sara Dickson addresses women
golfer’s discomfort of not knowing golf ’s ins and outs with her
deceptively simple Ladies Learning Club

Keep it fun and thanks for supporting the GRAA.

Best Regards, 

Rick Summers
CEO & Publisher, GRAA
610-745-0862
rsummers@golfrange.org
Golf Ranges: Where the Fun Starts

http://www.rangeservant.us/
http://www.rangeservant.us/
mailto:rsummers@golfrange.org
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AFTER JUST 3 SWINGS, THE APP 
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Keep Range Balls and
Amenities Fresh

This month’s Range Research feature includes data from our current
GRAA Operational Survey.  There’s interesting information about how

often different types of ranges replace their practice ball inventory and other
range amenities, such as range baskets and flags.

There’s no doubt these items are an important part of the experience for con-
sumers, but they are far from the only items that need to be refreshed to create
a vibrant range atmosphere.  Consider the example of Anchorage Golf Course,
profiled in this month’s Instruction Programming pages.  With an Alaskan golf
season that lasts five months at best, the staff relies upon a combination of new
programming, market segmentation and technology to bring old and new play-
ers out to the facility.

The story details how Anchorage’s team of golf professionals has infused the
facility with new initiatives, from national programs such as the PGA’s Get Golf
Ready to events that combine wine and cheese tastings with putting clinics.
The goal is to build relationships that lead to revenue over the long term instead
of going for the quick buck, which is a tried and true business practice.  But the
effort put into finding what the customer wants – then building it for them –
shows the staff’s commitment to shaking up the status quo.

Likewise, you have this month’s GRM Interview subject, Angela Aulenti of
Sterling Farms Golf Course in Stamford, Conn.  As someone who manages golf
courses and her own custom fitting studio, Aulenti was an early proponent of
using technology to give consumers an upgraded and updated experience on
the lesson tee and for fitting.  In the interview, Aulenti details how becoming a
nationally recognized fitting expert has improved golf shop sales and teaching
numbers for her facilities by helping golfers make use of today’s technology to
enjoy the game.

And whether you’re talking about doppler radar technology, wine tastings
on the putting green or fresh range balls, the intended outcome is the same:
Creating a fresh experience for the consumer is a great way to keep them coming
back for more.  I invite you to read these stories and the rest of this month’s Golf
Range Magazine for more ways to ensure your facility is offering golfers a fresh
approach to the game.

Rick Summers
CEO & Publisher, GRAA
610-745-0862
rsummers@golfrange.org
Golf Ranges: Where the Fun Starts
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Among public-access courses that
took part in the study, 42 percent use
the once-a-year replacement philoso-
phy.  The standalone ranges we sur-
veyed – a relatively small sample –
showed 44 percent of them using once-
per-year as their frequency.

Among the private clubs, refresh-
ing ball inventory “Multiple times 
per year” was chosen by another 47
percent of survey participants.  At the 
public-access golf courses we sur-
veyed, only 33 percent said they were
reinforcing the striped-ball stock with
new product multiple times over the

course of the season.  At standalone
ranges, 41 percent are making periodic
infusions of new balls during the 
operating year.

In what continues to be a spotty eco-
nomic recovery, there is some interest
in trying to stretch the useful life of
range balls beyond one season.  Only 5
percent of private-club ranges choose
this tactic, whereas on the public-
course side about one in six facilities,
or 17 percent, answered “Every two
years” when asked about their ball-
replacement cycle.  Among stand-
alones, that semi-annual schedule is
followed by 9 percent, according to
the survey.

Obviously, no item of rotating stock
at a golf range will equal practice balls
in terms of the cost factor or for that
matter the customer-experience fac-
tor.  Still, every bit counts when you’re
trying to run a tight operation and at
the same time keep up your image

R A N G E R E S E A R C H
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Survey Examines 
Replacement Schedule 
for Range Balls and 
Other Stock

Cost budgets are important for a range manager to follow, but the practice complex
is a major touch point for the customer – which means keeping inventories fresh
can at times be higher-priority.  BY DAVID GOULD

Starting each season with brand new range balls and protect-

ing that inventory through months of use – it’s a straightfor-

ward approach to practice-ball quality management.  It’s also the

tactic that is used by 47 percent of the private clubs that participat-

ed in our current GRAA Operational Survey.

Replacement cycle of
stock is affected by
employee
mistreatment.

Plastic basket, unstriped balls: More prone
to pilferage?
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with the consumer.  When asked about
replacing “Range Baskets/Buckets/
Bags,” the private- club respondents
favored an annual (34 percent) or a
semi-annual (22 percent) cycle – 
al though no fewer than 20 percent
(the steel-basket users, perhaps) said
they could go four years or more with-
out investing anew in this item.

Among public course respondents,
15 percent answered “Multiple times

per year” to this question.  This may be
a testament to the high incidence of
theft of plastic ball baskets – an irritat-
ing phenomenon that range operators
often complain of.  At the standalone
ranges, a tight cycle for replacement
of baskets is basically unheard of.  Over
40 percent make sure their baskets –
predominantly steel, no doubt – last
four years or longer.  Another 18 per-
cent of standalones gets at least three
years’ use out of range buckets.

Some range equipment calls for 
frequent or infrequent replacement
owing mainly to how employees treat
them.  You could reasonably put “Range
flagsticks” in this category, based on
seeing the picker fly past them like a
skier in the giant slalom.  At 69 percent
of GRAA private clubs, range flag-
sticks last two years or less.  That figure
is 57 percent at the public-course
ranges.

Rather far down the list of items in
the stock-rotation question was “Range
Clocks.”  To understand how public-
course ranges view this piece of gear
re quires merely looking at the last
response option, “Not applicable.”
There it shows that 68 percent of our

ranges at public courses don’t set up
clocks prominently on A-frame dis-
plays to keep range users cognizant of
how close or far away their tee time is.
Most likely the cost of installing these
clocks and the possibility of damage or
pilferage argues against having them.
As a golf-operations consideration,
especially with public players, having
the clocks on the range would likely
make a positive contribution to pace-
of-play efforts.  ■

Is the A-frame clock worth it for pace-of-
play reasons at public courses?

Durability gives the classic steel range
basket extremely long useful life.
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W E A T H E R I M P A C T

In cooperation with Pellucid Corp, a
leading industry insight and information

provider, each month Golf Range
Magazine will present research which
demonstrates how the weather has
impacted the number of “Golf Playable
Hours” in multiple regions of the country.
While ranges may be somewhat less
influenced by the weather than golf
courses, the above information should still

provide a performance metric worthy of
review.  This map shows the percentage
increase or decrease for the month 
shown vs. the comparable month from a
year ago followed by the year-to-date
results from January through the current
month reported.

For more information about Pellucid
Corp and how the data was compiled, visit
Pellucidcorp.com.

W E A T H E R  I M P A C T  A N A L Y S I S
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Where retired Americans gather, golf in
one form or another will find them.  The
Village at Penn State, an “age in place”
retirement community in State College,
Pa., partnered with Arnold Palmer Golf
Design to create the nation’s first-ever
Palmer Park.  The use of Palmer’s name is
always a plus, and the course architecture
group is being deployed to design and
build this multi-purpose outdoor space.
But it is far from a championship golf
course, according to published plans.
Along with a “multi-purpose lawn for
croquet, lawn bowling and gatherings,”
Palmer Park will offer village residents and
guests a “10,000 square-foot bentgrass

putting green with chipping areas and
grass swales.”  If that gets them in the
mood for an 18-hole round, the residents
will have to go elsewhere….  Sales of beer
at golf facilities – long a profit mainstay –
have been straying from the old status
quo.  National statistics show declining

consumption of big-name domestic
brands and rising market share for craft
beers and imports.  While many golf
managers have stuck with mass-market
brands plus a token microbrew, Chris
Parker of Washington, D.C.-based Golf
Course Specialists has been riding the
new trend, turning the large golf range at
East Potomac Golf Course (above) into a
biergarten of sorts, with up to 20 of those
specialty brews on his menu.  “People can
go downtown and pay $7 for a craft beer
or they can come to our driving range and

pay $4.50,” says Parker, who still makes a
decent margin on that retail price while
appealing even to visitors who may not hit
balls.  “I am down to one traditional brand,
Bud Lite,” says Parker.  “We feature IPAs,
Belgian blondes, pilsners, stouts – we
keep changing, and we take input from

our beer rep and also from our
customers,” says Parker.  His hot-weather
menu will include a summer shandy or
even a red apple ale, favored by younger
female ball-hitters.  “Our range is a strong
contributor to annual profits and the beer
business here helps drive that,” he
reports….  The influence of the AimPoint
system for green reading can be seen in
course offerings at high-end golf
academies, even when AimPoint itself is
not part of the programming.  This spring
at Pelican Hill Golf Academy, students

G O L F  R A N G E  N E W S
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A Wide Range of News
Keeping you up to speed on trends in the golf practice-and-learning sector

Members of Troon Golf-managed facilities “can expect to
see testing opportunities in several Troon locations starting
this spring and summer,” comments Dave Pelz, in a
statement to mark the new arrangement between Troon
and PelzGolf.  It seems to be a further sign that golf
instruction feels a strong need to deliver measurable results
for short game and scoring, if growth in teaching revenue is
to continue.  As a Troon press release points out, Pelz is
“known for pioneering new breakthroughs in the game”
and for “bringing an analytical approach to golf instruction.” 
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G O L F  R A N G E  N E W S

can pay $325 each to take a “Master the
Greens Putting Clinic with PING,”
designed and led by Glenn Deck, director
of instruction at the Newport Beach, Calif.,
resort.  The presence of PING is an
intriguing and logical move to bring
putter-fitting into the process. Limited to
10 students, this special clinic “focuses on
putting and green reading essentials to
help develop a stroke that starts your ball
on your target line, improve your speed
control and learn how to read slopes and
breaks better.”  The days of teaching putting
without seriously and even scientifically
teaching green-reading appear to be
numbered….  When the splendid practice
center at Oak Creek Golf Club in Irvine,
Calif.  became available on a membership
basis last month, the packaging of this $49
annual Practice Club stood out.  Along
with usage of the range and auxiliary
components, the Practice Club member
gets one-time free use of a chipping tube
(normally $12 rental) and a free breakfast
entree in the clubhouse...  Are you a
custom club shop with a good business in
reshafting with KBS branded shafts?  Don’t
forget to get yourself included in the
brand-new KBS Advanced Fitters
Directory, launched last month.  ■

Along with its attention-getting installation of a massive, ultra-
modern golf academy and practice complex, Pebble Beach
Resort has given itself a technology boost that has longtime
PGA director of instruction Laird Small unbridled in his praise.
One of the new academy’s indoor-to-outdoor hitting bays is now
equipped with the RoboGolfPro 3.0 training robot, a $150,000
investment that Small, to hear him speak, has been waiting his
whole career to come upon.  We’re the first in the country to

have it,” says Small, who often uses “the robot” as his shorthand
name for the installation.  “It’s a wonderful way to learn and in
my view it’s a superior way to teach the mechanics of the golf
swing.  We use it in every lesson and our students use it very
productively in practice sessions.”  One unseen benefit of
TourBound, in his view, is its capacity “to free up the golf
professional – we can teach the game, as you play it on the
course, instead of devoting so much time to the swing.”

Keeping up the golf-and-beer connection, we mention the recent opening of Par 97,
a hip new restaurant with lively décor, high culinary standards and an indoor golf
installation designed to make it a wintertime mecca for residents of Boston’s North
Shore and the towns of southeastern New Hampshire.  Besides playing virtual
versions of the world’s greatest courses, customers at Par 97 can also tune their
swings with the sophisticated shot analysis tools provided by High Definition Golf
simulators – seven of them in one site. 
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To revitalize your practice putting green and drive the avid golfer to your

facility to practice putting more often. It’s New Technology that will have

golfers using the practice putting green as never before; which will lead to lower scores and motivate

golfers to play more often.

What is this new technology?  Its two new products the x36 Pro Putt Trainer and the Perfect 2 Putt,

that together create the Pro Putting Practice Green. The x36 Pro Putt Trainer is a revolutionary new

Flag Stick that fits into any cup and in literally seconds, sets up 7 tried and true short distance putting

drills. The Perfect 2 Putt is designed for longer putts (those from 10 to 60 feet away) and measures 

putting accuracy to within 1 foot. 

Most golfers do not know how to practice put-

ting so they simply don’t practice putting.

Setting up the Pro Putting Practice Green is the simple and easy way to service your golfer. Help

golfers to lower their score by driving home consistency in practice to drive home results on the

course.

FINALLY, NEW TECHNOLOGY FOR
THE PRACTICE PUTTING GREEN! 

The Pro Putting Practice Green, its time

has come! Act now to learn more, Go to

www.ProPuttingPractice.com/golf-courses, 

it’ll be the best 5 minutes of your day.

IF YOU BUILD IT THEY WILL COME.

HELP GOLFERS TO PUTT BETTER!

NEW TECNOLOGY 
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For Women Learning Golf, a Place to 
Be Themselves
We all want a sense of belonging. Sara Dickson addresses that need first via the
open and accepting Ladies Learning Club she emcees in Naples

A ll you guys out there, be apprised: Women have

developed a code of mutual acceptance and casual

inquiry just by embedding the word “club” in certain phrases or

titles.  “The Joy Luck Club” was a huge bestseller about Chinese-

born women and the daughters they raised in America–it depicts

an informal setting where important sharing took place.  “The Jane

Austen Book Club” is a 2007 film about 50-something women

seeing their own lives following the famed British novelist’s

captivating plot lines.  And there are plenty more examples.

Sara Dickson, a youthful but already highly accomplished teaching
professional, is speaking in the same code when she draws adult female
newcomers to golf via her “Ladies Learning Club.”  The setting is Dickson's
lesson tee at Stonebridge Country Club in the Florida golf mecca of Naples.
Disarmingly simple, this version of group golf instruction is fueled by a
digital mailbag containing questions that Sara’s golfers send in as the
questions arise.  The underlying theme is that you can’t be frowned at for
not knowing something and—when you arrive at week’s end for the
Learning Club session—you’ll likely find that other participants were
equally as unsure as you about the point in question.

Trust gets built, bonds are formed and, as Dickson explains in this video,
golf’s deep trove of insider secrets get revealed in a comfortable setting. 
It ends up turning a few more self-defined outsiders into people who feel
they belong.  ■
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World Leader in Range AutomationUK & Europe

More than 300 range owners  
have found a way to drive more range 

revenue despite the tough economy.

These are not easy times for anyone. Range owners and managers have to watch every 

penny. But some range operators have found a way to retain and attract more customers 

— and get them to spend more time and money at their driving ranges.

Best of all, they’ve upgraded their ranges with no capital investment and minimal risk.

Does it sound too good to be true? Well, it is true, and we’ve got the customers to  

prove it. We can show you why golfers are driving 5 million balls a day off Power Tee® 

automatic tee systems in the US, Canada and Europe, and why Power Tee systems are 

installed in more than half of all commercial driving ranges in the UK.

We’ll show you how our no-risk free trial and unique leasing program can lead to  

permanent increases in range revenues, customer satisfaction and loyalty.

To find out how, call Martin today at 1-877-POWERT1 (1-877-769-3781) or visit www.powertee.com.
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A broad spectrum of Connecticut public golfers have spread the
word for years about Angela Aulenti’s award-winning mastery of
the clubfitting art-and-science.

BY JOHN TORSIELLO

PHOTOS BY JOHN RIZZO

G R M  I N T E R V I E W
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A ngela Aulenti is director of golf at Sterling Farms Golf Course in Stamford,

Conn., and owner of Aulenti Fitting Studio. She is a go-to fitting professional in

her region with enough mastery of the gear-and-swing connection to have earned 2013

National Clubfitter of the Year honors from Callaway Golf. The first female head golf

professional in Connecticut, Aulenti operates a year-round indoor/outdoor facility

tricked out with all the leading technology for precise fitting analysis. Her selection for

the national Callaway clubfitting honor came over hundreds of competing Callaway-

certified professionals. Known for her lifelong dedication to furthering industry goals,

the PGA and LPGA member is now in her third term as president of the LPGA Teaching

and Club Professional’s Northeast Section.

Alongside a wall
display of high-tech

shafts, Aulenti takes a
moment between

sessions in her
teaching and

clubfitting studio. 
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Angela comes by all this golf
achievement naturally, having grown
up on a public golf course in the
nearby Connecticut town of
Westport, where her mother was
director of food concessions. She
became a standout competitor on the
state amateur circuit, which led to a
brief career on the LPGA Tour. In
2012, Aulenti was inducted into the
Connecticut Golf Hall of Fame, and
has won numerous awards for her
service and commitment to the game,
including the 2011 LPGA
Professional of the Year. She is also
director of golf at a city-owned sister
course to Sterling Farms. Aulenti
spent some time recently with
Connecticut-based GRM contributor
John Torsiello and reflected on career
and industry topics.

Golf Range Magazine: What did the
national clubfitting award from
Callaway mean to you?

Angela Aulenti: I was taken aback,
really. Awards sometimes have that
tendency to surprise people. They
aren’t the reason we do what we do. I
always set out to be the best I can at
whatever I challenge I take on. I’ve
been connected to the business of
golf since I was 8 years old, and
contributing to our profession has
always been a love of mine. To be
chosen among so many deserving

people is an honor.

GRM: When and why did you get in-
volved in clubfitting?

Aulenti: I’ve been clubfitting my entire
professional career but the
improvements in technology gradually
deepened my involvement. As the
systems that use Doppler Radar
technology were coming along to
capture and deliver real-time data and
graphics, professional fitting seemed
all the more important. I saw it as the
future of the game. I felt I needed to
set myself apart from everyone else by
building a lot of expertise in this area. I
received lots of encouragement and I
needed it because at the time I got

deeply invested the economy wasn’t
great.

GRM: Has it made a difference for
you?

Aulenti: I believe it puts me one step
ahead to have, for example, TrackMan
technology for fitting. It’s been the
best thing I ever did. What this gives
you is the tools to fine-tune the fitting
process and bring a very significant
education element to it, as well. When
you can show and explain the cause-
effect to people, that’s very enjoyable. 

GRM: Clubfitting has become more
a matter of science and analytics
lately. Do you continue to find it
personally rewarding?

Aulenti: Absolutely. As a PGA and
LPGA member, I want people to play
better golf and having the wrong
equipment makes that more difficult.
When you get the proper equipment
in their hands you can see the
difference.

GRM: How do you feel your fitting
studio and practice complex are
different from others?

MW: We are set up inside-to-outside.
We hit from a climate-controlled bay
out to the range, not into a net that’s
up against a wall. To me that is crucial.
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“I study the TrackMan
data over a series of
swings, comparing it
to what I see with my
own eyes” 

— Angela Aulenti

An accomplished player with LPGA Tour experience, Aulenti takes care of golfers’ initial hot
buttons—distance and consistency—then stresses the finer points of scoring.
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Matt Ball, PGA

mcball64@me.com

(804) 305-3743

golfrangespecialties.com

TARGET DOME

Turn your driving 

range into a precision 

target range.

Happy Golfers    No Maintenance     More Profit

Used by Jim McLean at his Junior 

Golf Academy in Ft. Worth Texas
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You can see the ball flight, see how
the trajectory moves up or down with
different club specs, and then you get
to also see how the ball lands. That is
super important information and
ideal feedback for the person getting
fit—as well as for the clubfitter.

GRM: Are there challenges in club-
fitting?

Aulenti: Of course. It’s often a
challenge to get customers to repeat
their swings. I don’t keep just the good
swings and throw out the bad ones.
The point is to try and identify an
average swing that we can work with.
Also, if the person is getting fit for a
complete set it can take more than
three hours. Over that time span the
stamina of the person breaks down a
bit, so we may have to divide the
process into more than one session.

GRM: Tell us a little about the
process.

Aulenti: What I basically do is map out
information by having a client hit
balls with their own clubs, collecting
the impact and ball-flight data from
TrackMan. A swing is something like
a fingerprint; everyone has a different
one. And clubs from some
manufacturers produce more spin,
some are heavier, some are lighter,
some people have a preference for a

certain company and are loyal to that
brand. I don’t try and sell them XYZ
company’s clubs. It takes a while to
get it right. We try out new clubs,
starting with different shafts then
clubheads depending on what they
need and what they are looking for
from their game. The idea is to see 
if we can come up with something
that will be significantly better in
performance for them.

GRM: When someone books an ini-
tial clubfitting session with you,
what tends to be their expectation?

Aulenti: They just want to play better.
They want distance and they are
looking for consistency. We fit them
for every club in the bag, if that’s what
they want, from drivers down to
putters. A lot of what I do is to
educate customers as to what is
available and what would help them
obtain the desired results. Every
golfer is interested in hitting it farther.
But if it goes 40 yards farther to the
right or left, what good is it?

GRM: How many customers do you
deal with a year? What are the de-
mographics?

Aulenti: I work with hundreds of
golfers a year on fitting and I would
say it is a 60-40 ratio, males to females.
I fit kids as young as 12 and adults 

up to 80.

GRM: You competed at a very high
level, you are accomplished as a
teacher of t he game, so how much
do those attributes contribute to
the clubfitting operation?

Aulenti: I look at the process from a
teacher’s standpoint—any effective
clubfitter does that. I refer to the
TrackMan data and compare that to
what I see the golfer trying to do. I
can look at a swing and see things with
my eyes that will guide the session
along and influence decisions. I tend
not to get into teaching when
clubfitting, except perhaps with my
own students.

GRM: Is clubfitting an important tal-
ent for a professional to have?
Does it help drive sales in other
parts of the golf operation?

Aulenti: It has for me, because I’m
involved in teaching and the sales side
of the golf business as well. To some
degree, the fitting activity has trickled
over into those areas. Success in your
clubfitting and higher golf shop sales
definitely go together. In difficult
economic times, clubfitting can help
you keep your head above water. But
if you’re going to do it, you have to do
it right and invest in the best
equipment. Anything that can drive
golfers to spend time at your facility
or on your practice range is a plus. ■
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The ball-flight monitor unit at Sterling Farms converts highly accurate sensor readings into a
dramatic display of what’s happening in the swing and ball flight.
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(559)421-9005 
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of our Incline  

Trainer Giveaway 

             INCLINE TRAINERS 

x� Portable and Lightweight 

x� Realistic Grass Surface 

x� Steel Construction 

x� 10% Incline  

             HITTING MATS 

x� Ultra Base Champion Panel System 

x� High Density Poly Hitting Turf 

x� Synthetic Grass Tee Line 

x� Custom Installation              CUSTOM PUTTING GREENS 
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x� PGA Member Owned and Operated 

x� 11 Stimp Nylon Putting Surface 

x� Vector Certified Installer 
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Klem’s son, Robert Wittek, Sr.,
likes to tell that story–mingled in with
many others from the 20th century’s
early years of prosperity.  It was an era
in which public golf and the modern
driving range would rise to new levels.
If you want to talk about building, mar-
keting and selling range pickers, it’s a
safe bet no individual has done more
of that than Bob Wittek.  Along the way
he has maintained his family name as
a brand synonymous with quality and
wide variety.

Though not quite the tinkerer that
Lockie was, Bob would go on to 
co-author U.S. design patents that
helped create the infrastructure of the
modern golf range.  An example would

be the steel-mesh safety divider, a 
fixture at commercial ranges and a vital
factor in the prevention of injuries (not
to mention damaging lawsuits).  That
patent was issued in 1998 to Bob along
with top company executives Aron
Cantrell and Terry Sopko.

The famed supply house, now
headquartered in the Chicago suburb
of Northbrook, was founded in 1946.
The genesis of the enterprise, you
might say, was the rationing of rubber
during World War II and a resultant
golf ball shortage.  Raised in Warsaw
and a star on the Polish national swim
team in his youth, Klem Wittek emi-
grated to America, joined the U.S.
Marines, survived combat wounds in

Okinawa and returned to Chicago
after V-J Day.  Known as a devoted
swimmer, Klem was approached by a
practicing “ballhawk” and asked to put
his aquatic skills to work in country
club ponds.

“More than being just a very strong
swimmer, my dad had the ability to stay
in cold water for long periods of time,”
recalls Wittek.  “He would go diving in,
with an elastic-topped apron around
his waist, and clean out a pond better
than anyone.”  As the only boy in the
family, Bob would accompany his
father on ballhawking missions, then
later ride with him to area country clubs,
selling their cleaned and repainted
pond harvest.

A product of pre-war Polish culture,
which emphasized literature, music
and athletics, Klem Wittek had a gen-
tlemanly manner that served him well
in country club circles.  Warren Orlick,
then at the Tam O’Shanter Club in
Detroit and a one-day president of the
national PGA, was among the many
pros whom Klem became friends with.
With his gift for ingenuity, Klem would
find decommissioned cement mixers
and adapt them for use in ball washing.
Whenever a golf professional discov-
ered the need for some tool or device to
serve his membership, Klem would be
asked to source it or cobble it together

E X E C U T I V E P R O F I L E
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I n the post-World War II days when all driving ranges were

still picked by hand, the inventor and golf course designer

Ted Lockie would puzzle over this problem.  One day Lockie sat

on a bench at Oak Park (Ill.) Golf Club waiting to hit.  He rolled a

golf ball back and forth along the track formed by two adjacent slats

of the bench then declared: “I’ve got an idea.”  What appeared in

his inventive mind was a rack of large rubber discs mounted along

a shaft and spaced about a ball’s diameter apart–in other words, the

business end of the modern golf range picker.  Lockie’s patented

design was later sold to one of his good friends, Klem Wittek, who

was already the founder of what would become a cornerstone of

the range industry, Wittek Golf Supply.

WRITING NEW CHAPTERS

IN THE WITTEK
SUCCESS STORY
If the golf range industry had a lifetime achievement award, Bob Wittek—though
still active as ever—would be a fitting winner  BY DAVID GOULD         Photo by Russell Kirk/Golflinks
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on his own.  “That was the start of the
Wittek catalogue,” Bob surmises, “my
dad being asked, ‘Hey Klem can you
find me this or find me that.’”

The business was well-enough
established when Bob finished high
school that, being heir apparent, he
was prevailed upon to skip college and
get straight to work.  Building the 
customer base was Wittek Golf’s 
primary challenge at that time, one
that sent Bob on the road for frequent
two-month sojourns.  Often he was
joined on these cross-country treks by
fellow employee Gary Adams, a golf
buddy of Bob’s who would later
found TaylorMade and pioneer
the metalwood as a viable pro-
line golf product.

“My dad liked to send us all
through Texas to open accounts,”
Wittek recalls.  “Gary and I would
call on the country clubs by day
and the driving ranges by night.”

In that era, your typical roadside golf
range would be an ancillary income
source for some entrepreneur who
showed up in the late afternoon
already having worked his day job.
From dawn until past dusk, Bob and
Gary would write orders for range balls,
mats, baskets and even the early ver-
sion of an auto-tee device.  “We sold the
country clubs an aluminum hand pick-
er to clean out their water hazards,”
says Wittek.  “We would tell them it
wasn’t right for a ballhawk to come at
night and take the golf balls that were
rightfully club property.”  Of course,
that was an ironic comment to make,
given how the Wittek empire got 
its start.

Most family businesses that were
started by immigrants and achieved
success have sheer hard work as the
basis.  Young Bob did possess a sturdy
work ethic, but he also loved to play
golf.  “I would play at McHenry Coun-

try Club, where Gary’s dad, Vale
Adams, was the pro,” recalls Wittek,
who to this day considers Vale the
model of a PGA professional.  “But
even though it was two hours round-
trip, and another three or four hours 
to play, it could never be a vacation
day,” he explains.  “Dad would tell me,
‘You put in four hours, then you can 
go play.’”

For Wittek Golf, specialization
requires diversity.  The company has
fixed its gaze on being the one-stop
shop for any golf facility that needs to
rake a bunker, regrip a club or use 

signage to keep golf cart traffic properly
flowing.  “People I called on would be
surprised there was a company that
did everything Wittek did, even after
we had been in business for 20 years,”
recalls Bob.  It’s not widely known, but
Wittek Golf Supply is now the biggest
distributor for both Standard Golf and
Par-Aid, two legacy brands in their
own right.  Along the way, almost 60
PGA Merchandise Shows of various
configurations have counted Bob as an
exhibitor and at times an advisor to the
people in charge of the confab.  Look-
ing around at reasonably brisk traffic
on day one of this year’s show, he could

recall many a PGA Show opening day
when Wittek Golf wrote more than $1
million worth of business.

Among the game-changers Wittek
looks back upon, the emergence 
of Astroturf was perhaps the most
notable.  One of the first customers to
purchase the material for specialized
commercial use, Wittek Golf originally
deployed the green, bladed fabric to
sell to mini-golf installations.  Using it
to cover mats came next.  “Before that,
range mats were made of those black
rubber strips they manufactured out
of cut-up tires,” Bob says.  “We were

the first to cover a rubber mat
with the artificial grass surface.”

It isn’t widely known that
practice-range management 
at all U.S. Opens and PGA
Championships was handled 
by Bob Wittek and his company
throughout the 1970s and ‘80s.

Staff members from the company
would arrive with pickers, washers,
drawstring bags and other accouter-
ments to make sure the top players of
that era had what they needed to 
stay sharp during two of the three
biggest weeks of the season.  “It wasn’t
a money maker, in fact you would have
to call it a loss leader,” says Wittek.
“But it was a great experience for 
us, and I always felt that it helped give
the range industry some important
credibility.”

When the new GRAA annual sur-
vey data came back from the hundreds
of leading ranges and practice centers
that filled it out, question No. 14 con-
tained a quick read on the status of 
vendors in the range supply business.
It’s a competitive contest, but coming
in first according to our surveyed oper-
ators was Wittek Golf—still a leader
and well-positioned for continued 
success.  ■
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I N S T R U C T I O N P R O G R A M M I N G
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When Peggy Gustafson wandered north from the
Arizona desert to Anchorage Golf Course, new ideas
emerged for teaching and entertaining golfers in
this five-month hideaway.  BY DAVID GOULD

ALASKA’S
SHORT SEASON

LONG

CREATIVE
“THROWBACK” APPROACH

A D D  U P  T O  A

AND DAYS
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OK, the latter characteristic we
can’t do much about for now –
although it’s a point worth swinging
back to.  The rest of the 20th-century
scenario painted above is eerily similar
to what our think tanks and manage-
ment forums tend to prescribe.  Yes,
golf now has technological tools of
every sort to support instruction and
coaching, assist in course manage-
ment and drive the consumer market-
ing effort as it churns full steam ahead.

But the feel and the mood of a visit
to the local golf facility is potentially 

a chance for diversion, relaxation,
socializing and very friendly competi-
tion, right?  That is how we remember
it, and it’s also how the crew at Anchor-
age Golf Course has been approach-
ing their summertime challenge in
recent years, especially since the
arrival of Peggy Gustafson, a Class A
LPGA teaching and club professional
who earned Top 50 Women Teachers
status from Golf Digestand the LPGA,
along with her certification in clubfit-
ting from Callaway, TaylorMade, Ping,
Mizuno and Adams Golf.  Gustafson

spends September through April in
Scottsdale, on the staff of the McDow-
ell Mountain Golf Club Learning 
Center.  Up in Anchorage, where she
visited on a chance invitation several
years ago, she teams up with Cody
Long, the PGA Head Golf Professional,
and Sam Bomar, who is director of
instruction at Anchorage G.C.  Both
these professionals have done their
own stints in greater Phoenix, at first-
rate facilities like TPC Scottsdale and
Gold Canyon Golf Club.

Their formula for pleasing Anchor-
age golfers and satisfying the five-
investor group that owns the golf
entity does hark back, in Gustafson’s
view, to a pre-golf boom attitude and
atmosphere combined with a modern
mindset that emphasizes program-
ming, market segmentation and tech-
nology when it serves the purpose.
“Cody [Long] has figured out, along
with Rich Sayers the general manager,
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Saying goodbye to snow cover, golfers
turn out for an early-season clinic.

Take a step back from all you’ve been hearing about player

development and ask yourself: Is our best bet simply to

recapture the values of earlier times?  We know for a fact that courses

of 40 years ago were shorter, less penal and easier to maintain.  A

green fee back then was affordable, so you breezed through 18 at

a quicker pace.  Having a quirky swing seemed to be just fine – even

for some of our leading tour players.  A club or course of that era

was a neighborhood gathering spot, not a bottom-line business

that battles each day for market share.
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that people here are intense about
their summer recreation but they
want an activity like golf to be social
and casual even while they’re learning
and getting better,” says Gustafson.
“Sam Bomar specializes in the Get
Golf Ready program, which at Anchor-
age is one of the busiest in the country
– Sam will do close to 400 Get Golf
Ready students in a season.”

Daily programming and a special-
event flavor to the clinics and lesson-
giving received a jolt of energy with the
arrival of Gustafson.  She is a second-
generation golf professional who has
competed in five LPGA major champi-
onships but never lost her summer-
camp attitude toward the learning and
teaching of golf.  Listening as she lists
the variety of golf experiences offered
at Anchorage, what sticks in mind is the
uneven-lie lesson that golfers receive
quite early in their series of sessions.

“This landscape is beautiful every-
where you look,” says the Texas-bred
professional, “and these people wait

seven long months for it to green up. We
get them out on the course as soon as
possible and we teach them how an iron
shot bounces away from O’Malley
Road, and how putts break toward Lake
Otis.  They tune right into it.” It’s a two-
pronged bias – teaching people how to

score instead of how to swing flawlessly,
and connecting golf technique to their
beloved Alaskan terrain, with its black
bear and foxes often in view beneath a
bright rainbow overhead.

“The subtleties and intricacies of
the game can be taught to new play-
ers,” says Gustafson.  Bear in mind she
means intricacies of the “game,” not so
much the full swing, in all its Homer
Kelley minutiae.

Especially when demonstrating
and coaching the more lofted iron
shots, an instructor can talk about the
tilt of the ground and have the requi-
site playing adjustments – often it’s a
mere matter of aim compensation –
make sense and seem very natural to
the clinic group.  “You know how effec-
tive this is when you see a five-handi-
capper learn something by watching a
20-handicapper play these approach-
es from tilted lies,” Gustafson says.
“His way of flying it to the hole is very
much by the book.  Meanwhile the
newer player will use a more common-
sense or instinctive technique that
may have a bigger margin for error.”

The teaching day in June, July and
August stretches from 9 a.m. until
10:30 or 11 at night.  Along with non-
stop Get Golf Ready programming
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Gustafson teaches short-game shots in a
playing-lesson style, appealing to an
Alaskan golfer’s love of the natural
landscape in all its shapes and contours.

This photo is proof that young girls can
embrace bunker practice as a fun activity.
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and a full slate of junior golf activities,
the course hosts what it calls the
Women’s Summer-of-Fun Swing
Clinics, the Monday and Friday Sen-
ior Clinics and a $45 Wine and Cheese

Putting Clinic, with 50 to 60 folks put-
ting up $45 each to be on that practice
green, learning a little something and
socializing on either side of the blessed
solstice.

One of the best combinations of
camaraderie and learning is the Three-
Night Short Game Scoring Boot
Camp.  “It’s advertised as six hours of
instruction and supervised play – two
hours a night – but quite often we stay
out way past the two-hour mark,” says

The so-called “Lake Otis Lean” will affect break and speed of the putts – a terrain-driven
phenomenon that golfers enjoy learning about.
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Gustafson.  She starts newer players with a putt and
chip skills session then stretches them out to shorter
pitch shots.  The range facility is quite accommodating,
with two practice putting greens and a chipping green.
“Then we load up on carts and head out on the course
for some ‘play-prac tice,’” says Peggy.

The get-‘em-out-there mentality runs throughout
this golf staff’s strategizing.  You might even say that
Anchorage Golf Course builds on its Get Golf Ready
work with a “Stay Golf-Engaged” type of programming.
A set of green-colored tees keeps the GGR grads inside
250 yards on every par-4 hole.  This summer will see the
launch of a five-hole golf league, with the first groups
going off at the sophisticated hour of 9 p.m.  “We’re talk-
ing about a nominal green fee for that,” says Gustafson,
suggesting an all-fun, no-risk experience for the golfer
who puts down their sawbuck.  “As teachers we wear a
player-development hat at all times,” she observes sagely.

Revenue and income are signs that your approach
is working.  As a clubfitter from back in the days of wood-
en lie boards, Peggy Gustafson makes a strong play for
gear purchasing by her students.  “It’s a different world
up there,” she reports.  “Golfers come to you with a Big
Bertha driver – the first one Callaway ever made.  You
let them swing the 2014 Big Bertha, that’s 25 yards on
a higher trajectory, so they’re sold.”  Recently the
course launched its Beer and Burger Test Drive ses-
sion.  For $25 the attendee gets a cheeseburger off the
grill, a micro-brew beer tapped by representatives of
the Alaska Brewing Company, all the demo time they
want plus at least 15 minutes of professional supervi-
sion and, if appropriate, swing tips.  “We’ve had people
come and do this who have never played golf, and they
don’t swing a club when they’re here – but a day or two
later they sign up for Get Golf Ready.”

At the beginning of this article there’s a reference to
the bottom line and fighting for market share.  Again,
today’s economy demands serious scrutiny of expendi-
tures and a shrewd, high-energy approach to bringing
the customer in.  All that said, in almost any market the
feeling and atmosphere of upbeat instruction – how to
scrape it around and keep a smile on your face – would
be an obvious winner.  The moral of the Anchorage Golf
Course story is that golfers who get a few scoring short
cuts and tricks of the trade will also put in the time to
maintain a serviceable full swing.  With that combina-
tion they will stay in the game as long as camaraderie
and friendship are a by-product.  ■
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• Non Greasy

• Paraben Free

• PABA Free

• Nanoparticle Free

• Broad Spectrum 

    UVA/UVB Protection

#1 Sunscreen on the PGA Tour 

with 11 wins and 973 players (72%) 

choosing Golfersskin Sunscreen*

1.800.977.3440
www.golfersskin.net (wholesale) 

We embraced Golfersskin 

Sunscreen as a new product 

in 2012. The company has a 

strong brand, an excellent 

product and fantastic 

sell-through. We look 

forward to further 

supporting Golfersskin 

in all of our retail endeavors.”

- KEN MORTON JR., AGM
  Haggin Oaks Golf Super Store

“

®

®

*Through the 2014 Waste Management Phoenix Open  

Gustafson has never lost her
summer-camp approach to
teaching.
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R E A D E R  S E R V I C E

Wittek Golf Supply Co., Inc.
Since its inception in 1946, Wittek’s mission has been to create
quality equipment and supplies for owners of driving ranges,
golf courses, miniature golf courses and golf shops.  Wittek’s
vision of being the "One Stop Source" for golf facilities coupled
with the belief in total customer satisfaction has maintained
Wittek’s status as the leader in the industry.

Wittek strives to produce innovative products that meet
customers’ evolving needs, and at the same time, provide
unsurpassed service which is fast, friendly, and efficient.

To learn more visit: www.wittekgolf.com

Mitchell Golf
Mitchell® Golf Equipment is the leading source for professional
grade golf club performance and repair equipment and supplies.
This is evident with 24 consecutive years that STEELCLUB® and
TourGauge® Angle Machines have been number one in tour
vans on all PGA & LPGA tours worldwide.

Mitchell® Golf products are used on all major golf tours, PGA
Club Professionals, Major Club Manufacturers, Club Fitters, Club
Makers and Major Golf Retail Stores to service the performance
repair needs of their members and customers.

To learn more visit: www.mitchellgolf.com

1. Bracketron
(866) 237-4443
www.bracketron.com

2. Champ
(800) OK.CHAMP
www.champspikes.com

3. CheckPoint Golf Systems
(720) 260-6999
www.proputtingpractice.com

4. Coastal Netting
(800) 726-3354
www.coastalnetting.com

5. Easy Picker
(800) 641-4653
www.easypicker.com

6. Foresight Sports
(858) 880-0179
www.foresightsports.com

7. Golf Range Specialties
(804) 305-3743
www.golfrangespecialties.com

8. Golf Web Design
(888) 287-2614
www.golfwebdesign.com

9. golfersskin
(800) 977-3440
www.golfersskin.net

10. Links Technology
(847) 252-7600
www.linkstechnology.com

11. Mitchell Golf
(800) 437-1314
www.mitchellgolf.com

12. NuShield, Inc.
(877) 900-9192
www.nushield.com/golf

13. Ping
(800) 474-6434
www.ping.com

14. Power Tee
(877) 769-3781
www.powertee.com

15. Range Servant
(800) 878-8050
www.rangeservant.us

16. Sand Dollar’s Solutions
(610) 334-4103
www.sand-dollars.com

17. Tex-Net
(800) 541-1123
www.texnetusa.com

18. The Putting Stroke Teacher
(309) 358-1602
www.tpsteacher.com

19. TPK Golf
(800) 433-4653
www.tpkgolf.com

20. Tru Turf
(559) 421-9005
www.truturf.co

21. UST/Mamiya
(800) 277-0534
www.ustmamiya.com

22. Wittek
(800) 869-1800
www.wittekgolf.com

Featured Partners

Welcome to the Family!

At the GRAA, we appreciate the business of all our partners that support our
many endeavors such as Golf Range Magazine, GRAA Best Practices, the GRAA
Awards Program, the GRAA Boot Camp Series as well as many other digital and
relationship programs.  Recently, the GRAA has welcomed the following new
partners who have come on board to support the range side of the business and
partner with our members on growing the game and growing revenue at your
respective facilities:

CheckPoint Golf Systems
(720) 260-6999
www.proputtingpractice.com

golfersskin
(800) 977-3440
www.golfersskin.net

The Putting Stroke Teacher
(309) 358-1602
www.tpsteacher.com

TPK Golf
(800) 433-4653
www.tpkgolf.com
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Get Golf Ready students spent an average of  

$1,069 in their first year on golf *

  A Great Way to
Welcome New Golfers 
to your Facility!

REGISTER AT 

PGALinks.com/Registration

*2012 results from Get Golf Ready survey hosted by NGF.
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Golf Range Association of America
Preferred Vendors
In recognition of their support and participation, The Golf Range Association of
America wishes to thank the following GRAA Preferred Vendors.

888-881-2433
www.covershotsgolf.com

Official Mobile Canopy Supplier

800-726-3354
www.coastalnetting.com
Exclusive Netting Company

800-869-1800
www.wittekgolf.com

Official Range Equipment Supplier

800 OK CHAMP
www.champspikes.com

Official Spike and Tee Supplier

800-541-1123
www.texnetusa.com

Exclusive Netting Company

888-287-2614
www.golfwebdesign.com

Official Web Designer

800-641-4653
www.easypicker.com

Official Range Equipment Supplier

EASY PICKER
®

GOLF PRODUCTS

877-769-3781
www.powertee.com

Official Automated Tee System
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Learn more and get started at:

www.PGA.com/ACTIVE

POWERFUL 
TOOLS

to drive more revenue 
and players for your 

golf programs
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